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Compute/Network APIs
• Two Dominant Approaches 

• RESTful APIs 

• Static Data Serialization 

• JSON 

• YAML



Compute/Network APIs
• Traditional APIs are not expressive 

• They lack 

• Composability 

• Portability 

• Flexibility



Quilt.js
A JavaScript Framework for Application Specification
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Quilt
Quilt is a quick and easy way to build and manage anything from a simple web serving infrastructure to complex

distributed systems using JavaScript.

Building infrastructure and running applications with Quilt is simple, intuitive, and flexible. With Quilt.js, you specify

your infrastructure declaratively in JavaScript, and Quilt then takes care of deploying it on one or more cloud

providers. Subsequently scaling and modifying the infrastructure then becomes a matter of simply changing a few

lines of JavaScript code.

The Quilt.js programming language allows for evolvement, versioning, and testing of infrastructure in the same way

we do for application code. Additionally, Quilt.js code is shareable, reusable and composable, making it easy to set

up and manage systems without being an expert in system administration.

Quilt is a research project out of UC Berkeley. It is currently under heavy development, but please try it out ‑ we are

eager for feedback!

Example: Deploying a MEAN Stack App with Quilt

The MEAN stack (MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and node.js) is a popular fullstack JavaScript framework used for

web development. Deploying a flexible, multi‑node MEAN stack app can be both time consuming and costly, but Quilt

simplifies this process. A few simple commands will get the app up and running:

The above commands deploy the MEAN stack app using the Quilt.js spec  specs/mean/example.js  shown below.

With Quilt, it takes less than 10 lines of JavaScript code to set up a replicated node.js application, connect it to

MongoDB, and hook it up with a web proxy:

    // `App` is a node.js application using Express, AngluarJS, and MongoDB. 
    var App = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mean/app"); 
    var HaProxy = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/haproxy/haproxy").Haproxy; 
    var Mongo = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mongo/mongo"); 

    // Create 3 replicated instances of each service. 
    var mongo = new Mongo(3); 
    var app = new App(3, 8080, { MONGO_URI: mongo.uri("mean‐example") }); 
    var haproxy = new HaProxy(3, app.services(), 8080); 

    // Connect the app and database. 
    mongo.connect(27017, app); 
    app.connect(27017, mongo); 
    // Make the proxy accessible from the public internet on port 80. 
    haproxy.public();

The application is infrastructure agnostic, so it can be deployed on any ‑ and possibly many ‑ of the Quilt supported

cloud providers. Here, we specify a possible multi‑node setup on AWS:
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Quilt is a quick and easy way to build and manage anything from a simple web serving infrastructure to complex
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Building infrastructure and running applications with Quilt is simple, intuitive, and flexible. With Quilt.js, you specify

your infrastructure declaratively in JavaScript, and Quilt then takes care of deploying it on one or more cloud

providers. Subsequently scaling and modifying the infrastructure then becomes a matter of simply changing a few

lines of JavaScript code.

The Quilt.js programming language allows for evolvement, versioning, and testing of infrastructure in the same way

we do for application code. Additionally, Quilt.js code is shareable, reusable and composable, making it easy to set

up and manage systems without being an expert in system administration.

Quilt is a research project out of UC Berkeley. It is currently under heavy development, but please try it out ‑ we are

eager for feedback!

Example: Deploying a MEAN Stack App with Quilt

The MEAN stack (MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and node.js) is a popular fullstack JavaScript framework used for

web development. Deploying a flexible, multi‑node MEAN stack app can be both time consuming and costly, but Quilt

simplifies this process. A few simple commands will get the app up and running:

The above commands deploy the MEAN stack app using the Quilt.js spec  specs/mean/example.js  shown below.

With Quilt, it takes less than 10 lines of JavaScript code to set up a replicated node.js application, connect it to

MongoDB, and hook it up with a web proxy:

    // `App` is a node.js application using Express, AngluarJS, and MongoDB. 
    var App = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mean/app"); 
    var HaProxy = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/haproxy/haproxy").Haproxy; 
    var Mongo = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mongo/mongo"); 

    // Create 3 replicated instances of each service. 
    var mongo = new Mongo(3); 
    var app = new App(3, 8080, { MONGO_URI: mongo.uri("mean‐example") }); 
    var haproxy = new HaProxy(3, app.services(), 8080); 

    // Connect the app and database. 
    mongo.connect(27017, app); 
    app.connect(27017, mongo); 
    // Make the proxy accessible from the public internet on port 80. 
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The application is infrastructure agnostic, so it can be deployed on any ‑ and possibly many ‑ of the Quilt supported

cloud providers. Here, we specify a possible multi‑node setup on AWS:

• Variables 

• Functions 

• Modules
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Quilt
Quilt is a quick and easy way to build and manage anything from a simple web serving infrastructure to complex

distributed systems using JavaScript.

Building infrastructure and running applications with Quilt is simple, intuitive, and flexible. With Quilt.js, you specify

your infrastructure declaratively in JavaScript, and Quilt then takes care of deploying it on one or more cloud

providers. Subsequently scaling and modifying the infrastructure then becomes a matter of simply changing a few

lines of JavaScript code.

The Quilt.js programming language allows for evolvement, versioning, and testing of infrastructure in the same way

we do for application code. Additionally, Quilt.js code is shareable, reusable and composable, making it easy to set

up and manage systems without being an expert in system administration.

Quilt is a research project out of UC Berkeley. It is currently under heavy development, but please try it out ‑ we are

eager for feedback!

Example: Deploying a MEAN Stack App with Quilt

The MEAN stack (MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and node.js) is a popular fullstack JavaScript framework used for

web development. Deploying a flexible, multi‑node MEAN stack app can be both time consuming and costly, but Quilt

simplifies this process. A few simple commands will get the app up and running:

The above commands deploy the MEAN stack app using the Quilt.js spec  specs/mean/example.js  shown below.

With Quilt, it takes less than 10 lines of JavaScript code to set up a replicated node.js application, connect it to

MongoDB, and hook it up with a web proxy:

    // `App` is a node.js application using Express, AngluarJS, and MongoDB. 
    var App = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mean/app"); 
    var HaProxy = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/haproxy/haproxy").Haproxy; 
    var Mongo = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mongo/mongo"); 

    // Create 3 replicated instances of each service. 
    var mongo = new Mongo(3); 
    var app = new App(3, 8080, { MONGO_URI: mongo.uri("mean‐example") }); 
    var haproxy = new HaProxy(3, app.services(), 8080); 

    // Connect the app and database. 
    mongo.connect(27017, app); 
    app.connect(27017, mongo); 
    // Make the proxy accessible from the public internet on port 80. 
    haproxy.public();

The application is infrastructure agnostic, so it can be deployed on any ‑ and possibly many ‑ of the Quilt supported

cloud providers. Here, we specify a possible multi‑node setup on AWS:

• Unified API 

• Network 

• Compute
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your infrastructure declaratively in JavaScript, and Quilt then takes care of deploying it on one or more cloud

providers. Subsequently scaling and modifying the infrastructure then becomes a matter of simply changing a few
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The Quilt.js programming language allows for evolvement, versioning, and testing of infrastructure in the same way

we do for application code. Additionally, Quilt.js code is shareable, reusable and composable, making it easy to set
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Example: Deploying a MEAN Stack App with Quilt

The MEAN stack (MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, and node.js) is a popular fullstack JavaScript framework used for

web development. Deploying a flexible, multi‑node MEAN stack app can be both time consuming and costly, but Quilt

simplifies this process. A few simple commands will get the app up and running:

The above commands deploy the MEAN stack app using the Quilt.js spec  specs/mean/example.js  shown below.

With Quilt, it takes less than 10 lines of JavaScript code to set up a replicated node.js application, connect it to

MongoDB, and hook it up with a web proxy:

    // `App` is a node.js application using Express, AngluarJS, and MongoDB. 
    var App = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mean/app"); 
    var HaProxy = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/haproxy/haproxy").Haproxy; 
    var Mongo = require("github.com/NetSys/quilt/specs/mongo/mongo"); 

    // Create 3 replicated instances of each service. 
    var mongo = new Mongo(3); 
    var app = new App(3, 8080, { MONGO_URI: mongo.uri("mean‐example") }); 
    var haproxy = new HaProxy(3, app.services(), 8080); 

    // Connect the app and database. 
    mongo.connect(27017, app); 
    app.connect(27017, mongo); 
    // Make the proxy accessible from the public internet on port 80. 
    haproxy.public();

The application is infrastructure agnostic, so it can be deployed on any ‑ and possibly many ‑ of the Quilt supported

cloud providers. Here, we specify a possible multi‑node setup on AWS:

• Automatic 
Deployment 

• AWS 

• GCE 

• Digital Ocean



OVN



OVN
• Quilt is just a policy layer above OVN 

• Replace logical switches/routers with a communication graph 

• Works great! 

• Auto-deploy OVN to the cloud! 

• Try it out! (quilt.io)

http://quilt.io


OVN — The Good

• Shockingly Stable 

• Performant  

• Dataplane is slightly faster than docker 

• Control plane isn’t our bottleneck



OVN — The Bad

• OVSDB API is awkward from Go 

• Hard to debug 

• Breaks rarely, but when it does . . .



Quilt
• quilt.io 

• Star the project! 

• Right now! 

• Even Better … 

• Try it out! 

• Give Feedback!

http://quilt.io
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